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• The Labour Court has published two draft EROs for the Early Years Sector.  If agreed, the following 
minimum rates will be set out in law
• €13 for Educators / SAC Practitioners
• €14 for Lead Educators / SAC Coordinators 
• €15.50 for Graduate Lead Educators / Graduate SAC Coordinators
• €15.70 for Deputy Managers
• €16.50 for Centre Managers
• €17.25 for Graduate Centre Managers

• Core Funding is contingent upon Employment Regulation Orders being in effect to cover all roles 
across the sector as defined in the Early Years’ Service Joint Labour Committee Establishment Order.

• Participation in Core Funding is optional for providers.
• This presentation undertakes an analysis of the implications of these proposed ERO rates for pre-

school sessional (ECCE) provision, both where the provider is participating in Core Funding and when 
they are not. 

Background

Analysis of ECCE services’ income against staff costs as determined by the draft ERO 
rates shows that these rates are affordable for services that choose not to avail of Core 

Funding, and even more so for those that do
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• Sessional preschool services which only offer ECCE receive all or almost all of their income through 
DCEDIY funding  

• Within the ECCE part of the sector, there is significant diversity 
• Size and level of occupancy of sessions
• Staff roles

• Whether graduate-led or not

• Different service profiles attract different funding amounts and may require different staffing levels
• For the various ECCE service profiles, the level of DCEDIY income is known
• The anticipated costs for the highest component of providers’ costs, staffing costs, can also be 

modelled based on the draft ERO rates and survey data about the amount of contact and non-
contact time staff in sessional services work

Background: ECCE services
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• In order to assess the impact of the proposed new ERO rates, the income and staffing costs for a number of 
different ECCE service profiles are modelled.

• Wage costs are calculated as follows: 
ECCE programme delivery hours: 15 contact hours  

+ Average non-contact hours worked by staff in ECCE provision: 2.5 hours  
+ 18% employer costs (provision for PRSI, holiday and sick pay)

• The staffing level assumption is in line with the regulatory requirements for sessional preschool services 
• Adult child ratio of 1:11
• This ratio is set at an appropriate level to ensure quality early learning and care
• The ratio compares well with European counterparts and is significantly lower than that which operates for 

children just slightly older, or the same age, in primary school.  
• Assumptions do not take account of out of ratio staff members.  

(By means of comparison, primary schools require a minimum of 174 pupils in order to warrant an Administrative 
(non-teaching) Principal)

• Employees and Owner Operators
• In all cases examined, adults in ratio are assumed to be employees.  In practice, if one of these adults is an owner 

operator, as is the case in many instances, the about 18% employer costs assumption would not apply.

Technical detail and assumptions (1)
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• For the purposes of the case studies shown in detail in this presentation, AIM funding is not included 
given that that this level of funding will not change, whether or not a service is in receipt of Core 
Funding
• 58.5% of services delivering ECCE are in receipt of AIM Level 1 Funding which provides an additional €2 per 

week in capitation for each ECCE registered child.  For all of these services, their staffing costs as a 
proportion of income will be less than the rates show in the case studies. 

• 56% of services delivering ECCE are in receipt of AIM Level 7 funding. In June 2022, the Minister announced 
a funding increase for Level 7 to €240 per week from September to allow for the employment of an 
additional staff member or for group size to be reduced. This increase is not directly related to any salary or 
ERO costs but reflective of maintaining a balance with the wider funding environment. This funding will fully 
cover the cost of an AIM Level 7 staff member to work 15 contact hours per week at the proposed ERO rates 
for Early Years Educators.

• ECCE is paid monthly for the 38 weeks in the programme year. There are no payments made in the 
summer months when the programme is not running. 

• Core Funding allocations are calculated on the basis of the number of weeks a service operates (38 
weeks for ECCE provision). Payments are then spread out over the 52 week calendar year to provide 
more stability for services that close for the summer months.

• The case studies compare the 38 weeks allocations for both scenarios. 

Technical detail and assumptions (2)
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• 20 different service profiles were modelled, 5 of which are presented here. 
• All 20 are summarised in a table at the end of the presentation. 
• In all scenarios modelled, staff costs remain below 66% of total income, and in most cases substantially 

below this proportion, with ECCE income only (including AIM income where applicable). 
• When Core Funding income is included, staff costs as a proportion of income reduce in all cases, with a 

maximum proportion in services modelled of 58% but in most cases substantially below this proportion.
• All of these proportions of staff costs compared to non staff costs are considerably less than the sector-

wide average of 70% staff costs and 30% non staff costs. 
• This leaves considerable additional income to cover overheads and surplus/profit and for any service that 

may choose to pay wages above the minimum draft ERO rates, or provide for additional non-contact hours 
for staff.

Key findings and conclusions

Analysis of ECCE services’ income against staff costs as determined by the draft ERO 
rates shows that these rates are affordable for services that choose not to avail of Core 

Funding, and even more so for those that do



1. Single Ratio Room, 8 places occupied

Weekly income from ECCE plus Core Funding

ECCE Standard Capitation x 8 €552

Core Funding Base Rate €107.25

Total: €659.25

With income from ECCE and Core Funding, the estimated wage bill would equate to 44% of income

Weekly income from ECCE only

ECCE Standard Capitation x 8 €552

Total: €552

With income from ECCE only, the estimated wage bill would equate to 52% of income

An ECCE room with capacity for up to 11 children, 8 children in attendance, with one Lead Educator in the room at all times, 
working 17.5 hours per week to deliver 15 weekly ECCE hours 

Weekly Wage Bill

Lead Educator @ €14/hr + 18% employers costs €289.10

Total: €289.10



7. Double Ratio Room, 16 places occupied

Weekly income from ECCE plus Core Funding

ECCE Standard Capitation x 16 €1,104

Core Funding Base Rate €241.50

Total: €1,318.50

With income from ECCE and Core Funding, the estimated wage bill would equate to 42% of income

Weekly income from ECCE only

ECCE Standard Capitation x 16 €1,104

Total: €1,104

With income from ECCE only, the estimated wage bill would equate to 51% of income

An ECCE room with capacity for up to 22 children, 16 children in attendance, with one Lead Educator and one Educator in the 
room at all times, working 17.5 hours per week to deliver 15 weekly ECCE hours 

Weekly Wage Bill

Lead Educator @ €14/hr + 18% employers costs €289.10

Educator @ €13/hr + 18% employers costs €268.45

Total: €577.55



10. Double Ratio Room, 22 places occupied, graduate

Weekly income from ECCE plus Core Funding

ECCE Standard Capitation x 22 €1,518

Core Funding Base Rate & Graduate Lead Educator Premium €281.10

Funding Guarantee €30.32

Total: €1,829.42

With income from ECCE and Core Funding, the estimated wage bill would equate to 32% of income

Weekly income from ECCE only

ECCE Standard Capitation x 22 €1,518

Total: €1,518

With income from ECCE only, the estimated wage bill would equate to 39% of income

An ECCE room with capacity for up to 22 children, 22 children in attendance, with one graduate Lead Educator and one 
Educator in the room at all times, working 17.5 hours per week to deliver 15 weekly ECCE hours 

Weekly Wage Bill

Graduate Lead Educator @ €15.50/hr + 18% employers costs €320.08

Educator @ €13/hr + 18% employers costs €268.45

Total: €588.53



13. Double Ratio Room, 16 places occupied, two graduates

Weekly income from ECCE plus Core Funding

ECCE Standard Capitation x 22 €1,104

Core Funding Base Rate & Graduate Lead Educator Premium & 
Graduate Manager Premium

€347.70

Total: €1,451.70

With income from ECCE and Core Funding, the estimated wage bill would equate to 47% of income

Weekly income from ECCE only

ECCE Standard Capitation x 16 €1,104

Total: €1,104

With income from ECCE only, the estimated wage bill would equate to 61% of income

An ECCE room with capacity for up to 22 children, 16 children in attendance, with one graduate Lead Educator and one 
graduate Manager in the room at all times, working 17.5 hours per week to deliver 15 weekly ECCE hours 

Weekly Wage Bill

Graduate Lead Educator @ €15.50/hr + 18% employers costs €320.08

Graduate Manager @ €17.25/hr + 18% employers costs €356.21

Total: €676.29



15. Double Ratio Room, 19 places occupied, graduate

Weekly income from ECCE plus Core Funding

ECCE Standard Capitation x 19 €1,311

Core Funding Base Rate & Graduate Lead Educator Premium €281.10

Total: €1,592.10

With income from ECCE and Core Funding, the estimated wage bill would equate to 37% of income

Weekly income from ECCE only

ECCE Standard Capitation x 19 €1,311

Total: €1,311

With income from ECCE only, the estimated wage bill would equate to 45% of income

An ECCE room with capacity for up to 22 children, 19 children in attendance, with one graduate Lead Educator and one 
Educator in the room at all times, working 17.5 hours per week to deliver 15 weekly ECCE hours 

Weekly Wage Bill

Graduate Lead Educator @ €15.50/hr + 18% employers costs €320.08

Educator @ €13/hr + 18% employers costs €268.45

Total: €588.53
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Scenario Wage bill as % of income from ECCE 
only (including AIM where 
applicable)

Wage bill as % of income from ECCE 
(including AIM where applicable) 
plus Core Funding

1 Single ratio room, 8 places occupied, 1 Lead Educator 52% 44%

2 Single ratio room, 8 places occupied, 1 Lead Educator, 1 AIM Level 7 
funded Educator

66% 58%

3 Single ratio room, 8 places occupied, 1 Lead Educator, INCO 
capitation

51% 43%

4 Single ratio room, 11 places occupied, 1 Lead Educator 38% 33%

5 Single ratio room, 11 places occupied, 1 Lead Educator, 1 AIM Level 
7 funded Educator

52% 47%

6 Single ratio room, 11 places occupied, 1 Lead Educator, INCO 
capitation

37% 33%

7 Double ratio room, 16 places occupied, 1 Lead Educator, 1 Educator 51% 42%

8 Double ratio room, 22 places occupied, 1 Lead Educator, 1 Educator 37% 32%

9 Double ratio room, 16 places occupied, 1 Graduate Lead Educator, 1 
Educator

53% 42%

10 Double Ratio Room, 22 places occupied, 1 Graduate Lead Educator, 
1 Educator

39% 32% 
(with Funding Guarantee)

Summary of scenarios



Scenario Wage bill as % of income 
from ECCE only (including 
AIM where applicable)

Wage bill as % of income from ECCE 
(including AIM where applicable) 
plus Core Funding

11 Single ratio room, 8 places occupied, 1 Graduate Manager 65% 49%

12 Single ratio room, 11 places occupied, 1 Graduate Manager 47% 38%

13 Double ratio room, 16 places occupied, 1 Graduate Lead Educator, 1 Graduate 
Manager

61% 47%

14 Double ratio room, 22 places occupied, 1 Graduate Lead Educator, 1 Graduate 
Manager

45% 36%

15 Double ratio room, 19 places occupied, 1 Graduate Lead Educator, 1 Educator 45% 37%

16 Single ratio room, 9 places occupied, 1 Manager 52% 41%

17 Single ratio room, 9 places occupied, 1 Manager working 20 hours per week 55% 43%

18 Double ratio room, 22 places occupied, 1 Lead Educator, 1 Educator, both working 
20 hours per week

42% 37%

19 Double ratio room, 22 places occupied, 1 Lead Educator, 1 Educator, 1 AIM Level 7 
funded Educator

47% 40% 
(with Funding Guarantee)

20 Double ratio room, 19 places occupied, 1 Lead Educator, 1 Graduate Manager 49% 41%

Scenarios


